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Autonomous vehicles are predicted to bring a safer, more efficient,
and more sustainable transport. Trust in (AVs) is crucial because it
influences both willingness to use the AV and acceptance, which in
turn affects perception. This study investigates the effect of person-
ality characteristics (Big Five Inventory and trust propensity) on trust
behaviour and the potential of AR in-car interface to promote trust.
Forty-seven participants took part in two simulated driving scenar-
ios, one with AR augmentation and one with no adjustments. They
had the option to engage the autopilot. It was found that openness
positively and conscientiousness negatively predicted how long it
took to engage the autopilot. Self-reported trust in the systems was
on the other hand positively predicted by trust propensity and neg-
atively predicted by extroversion. The results indicate that AR aug-
mentation that informs the driver about the performance of the AV
can significantly improve trust.
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Autonomous vehicles (AVs) have the potential to bring1

about far-reaching positive impact, if implemented within2

an accepting social climate and under appropriate regulation.3

They are predicted to bring a safer, more efficient, and more4

sustainable transport. Despite the extensive positive impli-5

cations of AVs, 71 per cent of the general public state they6

would be afraid of getting a drive in an AV (1). Some of the7

reasons for the scepticism were identified to be loss of control8

(2), reduced pleasure (3) and lack of trust (4). Trust in au-9

tonomous technologies is closely interrelated with acceptance10

(5, 6), which in turn influences perception. Negative public11

perception can influence policies and hinder AV adoption (7).12

It is therefore important to promote trust and acceptance of13

autonomous driving.14

Acceptance of AVs. In the automation context, acceptance15

has been defined in literature as the attitudes towards the16

autonomous system (8). Acceptance is essential for successful17

implementation of autonomous technology because it influ-18

ences whether users will actually use the system (9). The19

experience inside the AV cabin is therefore crucial in this20

regard. Acceptance of autonomous technology rises after the21

first positive experience with the system (10, 11). Nair Bhat22

discuss the actual experiential pathway effect where measures23

that increase positive experience improve perception of AVs24

(12). Conversely, de Visser et al. (13) highlight that once trust25

in automation is lost, it is difficult to gain back.26

Underlining the importance of a first driving experience27

with an AV is the fact that a reciprocal relationship exists28

between acceptance, usage and trust (14). Increased trust29

results in more experience with the AV system which leads30

to improved use rate. Lee and See (15) go as far as to assert31

that amount of usage is directly and proportionally related to 32

the degree of trust. This relationship has also been identified 33

in other use cases, such as manufacturing and remote robot 34

navigation (5, 6). Trust is important in creating willingness to 35

use an autonomous system and for assuring that the system is 36

used correctly (15). It is crucial in establishing an enjoyable, 37

safe and effective interaction between the human and the 38

automated system (16). 39

Trust. Many drivers will have this pivotal first driving expe- 40

rience in the coming years. Although predictions of market 41

penetration of AVs differ, Bansal Kockelman suggest that 42

Level 4 AVs will constitute between 10.3 and 33.8 per cent of 43

all vehicles on the road by 2030 (17). Level 4 automation rep- 44

resents full autonomy without need for constant monitoring in 45

certain scenarios and manual control in others (see Appendix 46

A), therefore drivers will have the opportunity to transition 47

control from to the AV at certain stage of the drive. This 48

action is critical as it both involves a loss of control and thus 49

requires trust in the system. 50

Trust has been studied from the viewpoint of view of mul- 51

tiple disciplines, bringing about many definitions of trust (18) 52

(19). However, Thielmann Hilbig (20) observe that the essen- 53

tial components of trust are commonly agreed upon. According 54

to their literature review, the term trust designates trust cogni- 55

tion, trust behaviour and willingness to trust, suggesting that 56

different facets of trust can be assessed separately. This model 57

of trust is supported by Bauer (21), who separates trust into 58

an expectation and behaviourally exhibited trust. He asserts 59

that trust can change over time and is situation-specific. 60

Specifically in the context of automation, Schaefer et al. 61

(22) suggested a three-layered trust model based on three 62

factors: partner-related, human-related and environment- re- 63

lated. Similarly, Hoff and Bashir (23) developed a trust model 64

Significance Statement

Trust in autonomous vehicles (AVs) is crucial because it influ-
ences willingness to use the AV. The findings from this study
suggest that openness is a positive predictor and conscien-
tiousness is a negative predictor of behavioural trust in the
context of AVs. Thus, the study suggest that trust is not neces-
sarily transient and is influenced by underlying character traits.
The results also indicate that AR augmentation that informs
the driver about the performance of the AV can significantly
improve trust.
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based on three facets: dispositional, situational and learnt65

trust. Unlike situational and learnt trust, dispositional trust66

is a relatively stable trait over time. Both these studies and67

their respective models agree that age, gender, ethnicity and68

personality are precursors of trust in automation.69

A. Personality and Trust. According to psychological trait the-70

ory, human personality consists of five dimensions: openness71

to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness,72

neuroticism. This model of personality is referred to as the73

Big Five Inventory. It is considered to be a comprehensive74

way of measuring a person’s personality traits (24). The five75

factors are widely believed to explain individual differences in76

behaviours (25). Neuroticism, Agreeableness and Extraversion77

were found to influence inter-personal trust (20).78

In the automation context, agreeableness and conscien-79

tiousness have been found to significantly correlate with initial80

trust formation (26). However, findings regarding influence of81

personality traits on trust behaviour in the AV context has so82

far yielded inconclusive results. Trust behaviour is defined as83

behaviour that demonstrates a reliance on the AV system (27).84

It happens when the trustee accepts vulnerability and engages85

in risk taking behaviour within the context of the autonomous86

system. Personality was observed to be a predictor of trust87

intentions and beliefs, not behaviours. However, propensity88

to trust was found to predict all three aspects of trust (28).89

Propensity to trust in general is “a stable, trait-like tendency90

to trust or not trust others” (29), and propensity to trust ma-91

chines reflects the tendency to be trusting of machines broadly,92

rather than specific to any given machine (30).93

Contrary to (28) findings, (31) conclude that behaviour is94

in fact explained by all 5 personality traits. However, they95

propose that personality is best correlated with behaviour in96

low-stake situations, and not well in high-stake decisions.97

AR Influence on Trust. Mcknight Chervany (32) have found98

three factors necessary to increase trust: ability, benevolence,99

and integrity. In the context of an autonomous system, these100

constructs relate to the ‘system’s performance and skilful101

execution, into the sharing of a common purpose with the102

user, and into the implementation of a reliable and consistent103

process’ (33). Trust can therefore be established by communi-104

cating the system’s behaviour to the trustor. In AVs, HMI has105

the potential to be beneficial in building trust as it can commu-106

nicate information about the functioning of the vehicle to the107

driver. Information about the autonomous system has been108

found to increase acceptability and driving performance in109

both semi-autonomous (34, 35) and fully autonomous vehicles110

(36).111

Utilisation of full AR techonology in automotive interfaces112

have been proven to be beneficial in multiple contexts. AR113

feedback about route information was found to significantly114

increase trust in AVs (37) AR cues can enhance the driver’s115

awareness of pedestrians (38) and minimise navigation dis-116

traction (39). Morra et al. (33) state that an augmented117

reality (AR) system providing a complete picture of vehicle118

surrounding is conductive to a less stressful experience and119

increased willingness to use AVs. Because of the digital nature120

of augmented reality, AR interfaces offer more flexibility. They121

can be transformed, adapted and customised, which is not an122

option for tactile interfaces, while offering a more true-to-life123

and immersive experience than touch controls.124

Aims and Hypotheses 125

As seen in the literature review, first impression with an AV 126

is crucial in building trust. Many drivers will start getting 127

a hands-on experience with partially autonomous systems in 128

the coming decades as Level 3 and Level 4-capable vehicles 129

penetrate the market (17). Trust in autonomous technology 130

can be established through understanding the system’s motives 131

(15). In-car HMI design has a pivotal role in this regard, as it 132

can communicate information about the vehicle’s performance 133

to the driver. HMIs that employ AR have been found to 134

increase trust in AVs in multiple contexts such as navigation 135

and pedestrian awareness. 136

There is an opportunity to build upon this research and 137

examine the applicability of AR to promote trust in AVs during 138

transition of control from driver. This action will be performed 139

daily in the following decades because Level 4 automation is 140

capable of full autonomy only in certain scenarios such as 141

motorways. This stage is crucial as the interaction involves a 142

loss of control. The first research question was devised: Can 143

augmented reality aids increase user trust in AVs during the 144

transition of control stage, by displaying information about 145

system behaviour and environment? 146

Concluding from the literature review, research into the 147

influence of personality traits on trust behaviour has yielded 148

inconclusive results. Alarcon et al. (28) state that personality 149

traits can predict trust intentions and beliefs, not behaviours. 150

Contrary to these findings, Muller and Schwieren (31) con- 151

clude that behaviour is in fact explained by personality traits. 152

However, they propose that personality is best correlated 153

with behaviour in situations with no dangerous consequences. 154

There is therefore an opportunity to examine the impact of 155

personality on trust behaviour within the AV context, an 156

inherently high-stake situation. Concluding from this, the 157

second research question was formulated: What is the link 158

between the Big Five personality traits and trust behaviours 159

in AV’s? 160

Three hypotheses were developed, first two based on pre- 161

vious research into personality-behaviour correlation and the 162

third based on research of AR influence on trust. 163

Hypothesis 1. Personality predicts behavioural trust in high- 164

stake AV situations. 165

Hypothesis 2. Propensity to trust is positively correlated with 166

behavioural trust in AV contexts. 167

Hypothesis 3. AR visual aids have the potential to increase 168

driver trust by communicating environment information and 169

system decisions. 170

This study investigates the influence of personality (inde- 171

pendent variables) on trust and trust behaviour (dependent 172

variables) in the AV context and the influence of AR on trust 173

during the transition of control. 174
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Method175

Sample. Fifty-three participants were recruited by the176

means of social media research participant groups such as177

r/SampleSize and word of mouth. A sign-up form was shared178

on these platforms approximately a month before the start of179

the study, people expressed interest by signing up using their180

email address. The purpose of the study was only disclosed181

to participants in the debrief to avoid any priming. Out of182

the 53 participants that took part, six were discarded as the183

provided data was incomplete. The total number of valid184

participants was 47. The only criterium to enter the study185

was a valid driver’s licence and no incentives were provided186

for participating. The data collection ran for 10 days.187

Out of the 47 participants, 27 reported their gender as188

male, 19 as female and one as other. Participants (mean age189

= 24.2 years, SE age = 0.8, age range: 18-49) were at the time190

of participating living in 7 different countries.191

Personality and Trust.192

Procedure. The participant study flow is shown in (see Figure193

1). Participants initially completed questionnaires about their194

personality and propensity to trust. They then took part in195

two simulated driving sessions in a Level 4 AV in randomised196

order. In both simulations the drive started in a city, where197

participants had to drive manually. After reaching the motor-198

way, which is a context where full automation can be utilised,199

they were able to choose whether to engage the autopilot.200

The cities, motorways and landscapes were different in each201

simulation. One simulation featured no AR augmentation (see202

Figure 2) to the interface and acted as a control. The second203

simulation featured a visual AR interface developed to aid204

trust (see Figure 3).205

Trust behaviour in automation context has been previously206

measured using reaction time and concordance rate (40, 41).207

Following these studies, trust behaviour was measured by time208

taken to engage the autonomous features. Engagement rate209

and AV ratio – the time autonomy was engaged divided by210

total time it was available were also collected and examined.211

To contextualise the findings regarding behavioural trust, self-212

reported trust was measured after each simulation. Finally, at213

the end of the study participants also completed the 14-item214

IPQ VR presence scale (Cronbach’s α = .73) to determine215

whether they were reacting to stimuli as if they were in the216

real world. Demographics – age, gender and country of current217

residence were measured at the very end of the study.218

Table 1. Intercorrelations between the Big Five personality traits

Mean SD (1) (2) (3) (4)
(1) Extroversion 4.5426 1.41356

(2) Agreeableness 4.4149 1.13884 .201
(3) Conscientiousness 4.9149 1.18101 -.203 .043
(4) Emotional Stability 4.0638 1.23630 -.017 .228 -.086

(5) Openness 4.9362 1.12103 .297 .340 -.017 -.052

Measures. 219

Personality traits. To record data about participants’ personal- 220

ity a self-reported Big Five Inventory was utilised, because 221

it is considered to be a comprehensive way of measuring a 222

person’s personality traits (42). Specifically, the Ten Item 223

Personality Inventory was used, which is a short measure of 224

the Big Five (24) in order to save time and prevent respondent 225

fatigue, as there were multiple other scales that needed to 226

be completed. The scale included questions such as: ‘I see 227

myself as extroverted, enthusiastic.’ The response options in 228

this scale and all the other scales that were used and will be 229

mentioned below, were on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 230

1 -strongly disagree to 7-strongly agree. Table 1 Shows the 231

intercorrelations between the five personality dimensions. 232

Propensity to Trust. To assess the implicit attitudes towards 233

automation, propensity to trust machines was measured using 234

the six-item scale (Cronbach’s α = .84) as devised by Merritt 235

(2011). It included questions such as: ‘In general, I would rely 236

on a machine to assist me.’ 237

Behavioural Trust Variables. Engagement rate was measured as 238

0 and 1 – the autonomous features were not engaged and vice 239

versa. Time to engage the system was measured from the 240

point when it was made available upon entering the motorway. 241

It was measured in seconds. The AV ratio was calculated by 242

dividing the time autonomy was engaged by the total time the 243

AV functionality was available, it therefore falls within the 0 244

to 1 range. 245

Self-reported Trust. After taking part in each of the simulations, 246

participants completed the 12-item Trust in Automation Scale 247

(Cronbach’s α = .86) (43) to assess their explicit trust toward 248

the AV system and also to evaluate the impact of AR driver in- 249

terface on self-reported trust. This scale consisted of questions 250

such as: ‘The system is dependable’. 251

Confidence and Safety. After the trust in automation scale, par- 252

ticipants completed a 5-item confidence and safety scale (Cron- 253

bach’s α = .67) to evaluate the impact of AR driver interface 254

Fig. 1. Participant Study Flow
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Fig. 2. Simulation with no Augmentation

Fig. 3. Augmented Simulation

on trust during the transition of control stage. An example255

of a question from this scale is: ‘The system increases road256

safety’.257

Simulation.258

Software Used. All questionnaires, instructions, consent, and259

simulations were designed using Unity 3D Game Engine. An-260

droid and iOS apps were developed and propagated through261

both the Android Play Store and Apple App Store. Partic-262

ipants who signed up to take part in the study were sent a263

download link to the app and the apps were also shared on264

the aforementioned social media platforms. Data collection of265

participants’ responses and behavioural signifiers of trust was266

facilitated using Google Firebase Database. Firebase API was267

used to record data into the database from the app.268

Simulation Design. The simulation scenarios were developed269

for mobile devices, rather than VR headsets in the form of270

OpenVR. In this form of virtual reality the user holds the271

mobile device, which dynamically responds to movement using272

the inbuilt gyroscope. It provides a ‘window’ to the virtual273

world – the user chooses which part of the world they want274

to see. OpenVR was chosen instead of full VR to maximise275

the number of participants. Apart from being accessible to276

more users, OpenVR was identified as easier to use, more277

comfortable, socially acceptable and preferred by users (44).278

They state, however, that that OpenVR provides 66 per cent279

of the immersion ratings of a full VR system (44).280

Although high immersion has been found to elicit more281

intense emotional responses (45), Wilson Soranzo (46) found282

that lower levels of immersion and visual fidelity afforded283

by VR do not necessarily elicit an “unrealistic” participant284

response. They state that a sense of presence in a virtual285

environment is not entirely dependent on immersion. ‘In a286

research context, realism might be determined by psychologi- 287

cal fidelity: the extent to which stimulus evokes the type of 288

physiological or emotional response one would experience in 289

real life’(46). These findings are in line with (47) who state 290

that to increase presence, the environment need not be an 291

accurate depiction of reality, however it should be "believable". 292

Two simulations were designed based on these findings. To 293

ensure high psychological fidelity of the driving experience, 294

a realistic traffic system was developed that closely matches 295

the European road style. This was because it was expected 296

that majority of participants will be from Europe, due to the 297

previously distributed participant sign-up form. Traffic sign 298

and lane sizes, traffic sign distances to crossroads, and traffic 299

light timings were kept compliant to the Slovak Traffic Signage 300

Regulation (48). All traffic vehicles were designed to drive in 301

a calm, non-rushed manner at speeds under the speed limit to 302

mitigate any additional cognitive load that would stem from 303

having to anticipate dangerous driving. It has been found that 304

a higher cognitive load worsens the situation in relation to 305

trust building (49). The graphical fidelity of the scenes was 306

designed in a low-polygon style (see Figure 4) to communicate 307

the surroundings effectively while enabling sufficient framerate 308

on participants’ devices. High refresh rate of the program was 309

found to add to simulation presence (47). 310

Fig. 4. Low-Polygon Simulated City

AR Features. An AR in-car display (AR HUD) was designed 311

for one of the simulations, focusing on the trust-influencing 312

factors in the learning phase of the AV use case scenario (50). 313

These were: mental model – enabling the driver to form a 314

representation of the AV’s functions, continuous feedback, 315

displaying information that explains the car’s actions and 316

performing these functions in a way that highlights the AV’s 317

capabilities of a skilled driver (see Figure 5). 318

To signify that the AV is aware of the surrounding vehicles, 319

they were identified using a bounding box. This form of 320

identification has been used and validated in research (38) 321

(33). A semi-transparent material (opacity of 35 per cent) is 322

assigned to all bounding boxes, this makes them visible while 323

allowing the driver to see the vehicle inside (see Figure 6). 324

They are by default blue and turn red when a vehicle inside 325

of the bounding box is performing an action that requires the 326

user’s car to respond – for example when changing into the 327

lane that the user’s car is driving in, or when braking in front 328

of the user’s car. The perceiving range that the user’s AV can 329

detect these possible hazards was set to 200 metres, which is 330

a range of the radar that is used in vehicles currently on the 331

market that offer this feature (51). The default blue colour 332

was chosen to show a distinct contrast with the red colour. 333
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Fig. 5. 13 Stages of AV Use

Each bounding box has a label above it, pointing at the334

vehicle with information about its current speed. The current335

speed that is displayed is refreshing at a constant rate to336

signify to the user that the AV is constantly monitoring its337

surroundings. The label pivots so that it is always rotated338

towards the user’s AV in order to be always legible.339

To make the user aware of the AV’s actions ahead of time,340

an arrow animation is played across the lower portion of the341

windshield when the user’s AV is changing lanes. The arrow342

starts in the centre of the windshield animates in the direction343

of the lane that the AV is changing to (see Figure 5). The344

animation is played once per second and finishes when the345

AV finishes the lane change manoeuvre. The frequency is346

the on the lower bound of a regular in-car turn signals which347

operate at 60 – 120Hz. This is to allow the animation to348

finish playing. The AV is driving at 130 km/h, which is the349

motorway speed limit in most European countries. The other350

traffic vehicles have speeds set up in the range between 110351

and 140. This is to allow the user’s AV to be overtaken and352

also perform overtaking manoeuvres on its own. The user’s353

AV is set up to change lanes only when the vehicle in front is354

driving >5 km/h slower and there is no vehicle next to or up355

to 100 metres behind in the lane it is about to change into.356

The AV is configured to keep safe distance to cars in front and357

it brakes and accelerates at a gentle rate. As such, all actions358

performed by the AV are safe and require no intervention from 359

the user. 360

To inform the user about its destination and planning func- 361

tionality, its route is displayed onto the road. The same route 362

is also displayed dynamically on the in-car HDD. This method 363

has been used in research (33) and has also been adopted 364

commercially by AV driving companies such as CivilMaps or 365

Waymo. 366

Fig. 6. AR Study Simulation

To show that the autonomous driving feature is available 367

upon reaching the motorway, a button on the steering wheel 368

becomes active and a label on the in-car HDD displays that 369
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autonomy is available. The AR HUD starts displaying the370

bounding boxes and labels to signify that it is aware of its371

surroundings and ready to be engaged. The autopilot itself is372

only engaged after the participant presses the button on the373

steering wheel. The button is large enough to be noticed but374

not conspicuous, so that the participant does not feel like they375

are expected to press it. After engaging the autonomy, they376

can disengage it any time by pressing the button again.377

After reaching the relevant motorway exit, the HDD dis-378

plays a 5-second countdown and then the autopilot is dis-379

engaged automatically (see Figure 7). This is to ensure a380

safe transfer of control to the driver. A more realistic control381

hand-off experience such as Tesla’s vibrating steering wheel382

has not been implemented due to the limitations of the chosen383

OpenVR method. This stage of the AV use case scenario is384

also not investigated in this study.385

Fig. 7. AR Study Simulation

Analytical Strategy. The independent variables were the self-386

reported Big Five personality traits and propensity to trust.387

The dependent variables were engagement rate of the au-388

tonomous system, time to engage the autonomous system,389

ratio of time using the AV system to time of manually control-390

ling the AV, self-reported trust in automation and confidence391

in the autonomous system. Multiple linear regression was392

carried out to determine whether personality traits or trust393

propensity were predictors of the behavioural trust variables394

and self-reported trust.395

To compare the influence of AR interface on trust, both396

trust ratings and trust variables were compared. A paired397

samples design was used, as all participants took part in both398

simulations. An independent sample T-Test was conducted399

to determine whether there was a significant difference in the400

self-reported trust ratings and behavioural trust variables from401

the two simulations.402

Results403

Tests of Assumptions of Linearity . The collected data were404

tested for violations of linearity, normality and homogeneity405

of variance. Tests of normality indicated that time to engage406

the system was not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk = .74;407

df = 35; p = <0.001), and also the AV ratio was not normally408

distributed (Shapiro-Wilk = .88; df = 35; p = 0.001). However,409

only the greatest breaches of normality affect the validity of410

statistical inference from a regression analysis unless sample411

sizes are very small (Hayes, 2013). Because the trust variables412

measured different units to the self-reported Likert scales, all413

variables were standardised. P-P plots of the standardised414

residuals to test homoscedasticity. These indicated equal vari- 415

ances across the dependent variables. Scatterplots with linear 416

fit lines indicated that dependent variables were linearly re- 417

lated to the independent variables. No multicollinearity was 418

found in the data. Concluding from these results it was as- 419

sumed that conducting further analysis using linear regression 420

was appropriate. 421

Correlations. The correlation matrix between all variables is 422

shown in Table 2. Trust propensity is correlated to trust in 423

both systems and confidence in both systems. However, it was 424

not found to be correlated with any of the behavioural trust 425

variables. Correlations between the trust behaviour variables 426

from simulation 1 and simulation 2 were identified. These 427

were attributed to the fact that all participants take part in 428

both simulations, within the span of 10 minutes. 429

Behavioural Trust Variables. Multiple linear regression was 430

carried out to determine if the Big Five personality dimensions 431

and trust propensity predicted variance on the trust variables. 432

The results are shown in Table 3. Conscientiousness (Beta = 433

-.406, p = .015) and openness to experience (Beta = .458, p 434

= .012) were found to be predictor variables of the time to 435

engage the autonomous system (F(7, 27) = 2.682, p = .030, 436

R2=0.41;). Conclusively, Hypothesis 1 was partially supported. 437

The Big Five personality dimensions did not significantly 438

predict engagement rate or the AV ratio. Similarly, trust 439

propensity did not significantly predict engagement rate or 440

the AV ratio either. 441

Trust Ratings. Table 3 illustrates results from a multiple linear 442

regression that was conducted to determine whether the Big 443

Five personality dimensions and trust propensity predicted 444

variance on the self-reported trust ratings. Extroversion and 445

trust propensity were found to be significant (F(7,27) = 4.352, 446

p = 0.02, R2=0.408). The coefficient for trust propensity 447

was in the positive direction (Beta = .428, p = .004) whereas 448

extroversion was significant in negative direction (Beta = - 449

.497, p = .002). This indicates that as extroversion rises, 450

self-reported trust levels decrease. 451

Confidence and Safety. To determine whether the Big Five per- 452

sonality traits and trust propensity predicted variance on the 453

self-reported confidence and safety, multiple linear regression 454

was conducted. The results are shown in Table 3. Propensity 455

to trust automation was a predictor of the confidence and 456

safety rating (F(7, 27) = 1.30, p = .019, R2=0.253). 457

Influence of AR on Trust. An independent sample T-Test was 458

conducted to determine whether there was a significant differ- 459

ence in the self-reported trust ratings and behavioural trust 460

variables from the two simulations. One of the simulations 461

featured no augmentation (simulation A), whereas the other 462

featured an AR HUD designed to promote trust (simulation 463

B). It was found that there was a significant difference in the 464

self-reported trust scores for Simulation A (M = 4.69, SD = 465

.76) and Simulation B (M = 5.03, SD = .71). This increase in 466

trust, 0.34, 95% CI [0.12, 0.56], was statistically significant, 467

t(34) = 3.12, p = 0.004. Similarly, there was a significant 468

difference in the engagement rate for Simulation A (M = .74, 469

SD = .44) and Simulation B (M = 5.03, SD = .71). The 470

mean increase engagement rate of .128, 95% CI [.029, .227] 471

was statistically significant t(46) = 2.56, p = 0.013. 472
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Table 2. Means, Standard deviations and Pearson Correlations

Mean Std. Deviation (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)
(1) Extroversion 4.54 1.41

(2) Agreeableness 4.41 1.13 .201
(3) Conscientiousness 4.91 1.18 -.203 .043
(4) Emotional Stability 4.06 1.23 -.017 .228 -.086

(5) Openness 4.93 1.12 .297* .340* -.017 -.052
(6) Trust Propensity 5.16 1.01 .062 -.097 -.210 .016 .096

(7) SimA Trust Rating 4.69 .76 -.472** -.199 .063 -.205 .103 .468**
(8) SimA Confidence 5.08 .77 -.175 -.063 .144 -.049 .029 .384* .400*

(9) SimA Engagement Rate .74 .44 -.069 -.153 -.168 -.129 -.210 .120 -.207 c
.

(10) SimA Time to Engage 21.67 26.54 -.089 -.034 -.438** .184 .417* -.124 -.207 -.152 c
.

(11) SimA AV Ratio .73 .23 -.139 -.185 .046 -.118 -.066 -.123 .096 .061 c
. -.212

(12) SimB Trust Rating 4.99 .72 -.145 -.091 -.111 -.203 .089 .397* .622** .496** .116 -.086 .014
(13) SimB Confidence 4.80 .91 -.171 -.017 .000 -.145 -.086 .407** .307 .732** .416** -.105 -.031 .644**

(14) SimB Engagement Rate .87 .34 .171 -.114 -.410** -.084 .122 .201 c
.

c
. .653** c

.
c
.

c
.

c
.

(15) SimB Time to Engage 15.22 15.49 .253 .211 -.024 -.196 .142 .069 -.194 .053 -.105 .339* -.074 -.115 -.014 c
.

(16) SimB AV Ratio .71 .26 -.104 -.007 -.149 .106 .006 -.033 .015 -.488** .234 -.248 .347* -.078 -.085 c
. -.444**

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
c. Cannot be computed because at least one of the variables is constant.

Table 3. Multiple linear regressions examining predictive validity of the Big Five personality dimensions, trust propensity and gender on self-reported and behavioural trust measures.

Trust Rating Confidence & Safety Time to Engage AV AV Ratio
Estimate SE 95 % CI P Estimate SE 95 % CI P Estimate SE 95 % CI P Estimate SE 95 % CI P

LL UL LL UL LL UL LL UL
Extroversion -.517 .146 -.817 -.217 .002 -.124 .184 -.502 .255 .508 -.008 .164 -.344 .328 .961 -.081 .203 -.497 .335 .692

Agreeableness -.073 .143 -.366 .219 .611 .056 .180 -.313 .425 .759 .132 .160 -.195 .460 .415 -.155 .197 -.560 .251 .441
Conscientiousness .043 .150 -.266 .351 .780 .167 .190 -.223 .556 .387 -.437 .169 -.782 -.091 .015 -.004 .208 -.432 .424 .985
Emotional Stability -.290 .160 -.619 .039 .081 .017 .202 -.397 .432 .932 .151 .180 -.217 .520 .406 -.052 .222 -.508 .403 .815

Openness .262 .148 -.042 .567 .088 -.031 .187 -.415 .353 .870 .450 .166 .109 .791 .012 -.018 .205 -.440 .403 .930
Trust Propensity .458 .147 .157 .759 .004 .463 .185 .084 .842 .019 -.146 .164 -.483 .190 .380 -.142 .203 -.559 .274 .489

Gender -.242 .260 -.775 .291 .361 .412 .328 -.260 1.084 .219 .384 .291 -.213 .981 .198 .292 .360 -.446 1.031 .424
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Discussion473

Openness, Conscientiousness, and Trust Behaviour in the474

AV Context. Evaluation of the Big Five personality dimen-475

sions and trust behaviour variables showed that there is a link476

between openness, conscientiousness and trust behaviour in477

the context of autonomous driving. In particular, individuals478

with high trait of openness were more likely to engage the479

autonomous system sooner, whereas the opposite was the case480

with conscientiousness. Both conscientiousness and openness481

has been identified as important in development of interper-482

sonal trust (52). The results of this study extend these findings483

into the context of automated driving. Similar to findings in484

this study, conscientiousness has also been found to negatively485

correlate with initial trust formation in the autonomous sys-486

tem (26). They also state hat agreeableness is correlated with487

trust formation. Such result was not found in this study.488

Both Freitag Bauer (52) and Jones Shah (53) conclude that489

individual differences play a stronger role when the trustee is490

unknown, or the situation is new. As such, trustors have little491

information to make an assessment, except personal beliefs.492

This might be an important factor during the initial experi-493

ences with the autonomous driving system. This phenomenon494

could have been at play in this study as participants in this495

study had had no prior experience with the driving system496

before taking part in the simulations. To conclude, the results497

suggest that personality can indeed influence trust behaviour498

in this initial stage of use.499

Extroversion, Trust Propensity and Explicit Trust Ratings.500

The self-reported trust in automation was found to be nega-501

tively influenced by extroversion and positively influenced by502

trust propensity. Trust propensity was also correlated with503

self-reported confidence and the participants had in the system.504

However, trust propensity did not significantly predict any of505

the behavioural trust measures. Propensity to trust in general506

is “a stable, trait-like tendency to trust or not trust others”507

(54). These results suggest that trust propensity influences the508

explicit trust people feel towards an autonomous system, but it509

does not influence trust behaviour. This is in line with Merritt510

et al. (30), who found that trust propensity is a predictor511

of trust in autonomous systems. However, Chien et al. (26)512

state that trust propensity influences all steps of the trust513

process, including behaviour. Findings from this study could514

thus imply that trust propensity in the context of automation515

functions differently to trust propensity in humans.516

AR for Promoting Trust. After experiencing the AR-enhanced517

scenario (simulation A), participants reported significantly518

higher trust ratings as compared to the simulation with no519

AR (simulation B). The engagement rate was also significantly520

higher for simulation A. These findings are in line with previous521

research which showed that AR is beneficial in building trust522

in AVs (33, 55, 56). The results suggest that the potential523

of AR for enhancing trust in autonomous systems can be524

extended into the transfer-of-control stage, and also imply525

that AR HUDs could be used to increase engagement rate.526

Theoretical Implications. The findings of this study are in line527

with the theory that personality dimensions could predict528

trusting behaviour, as suggested by Müller and Schwieren (31)529

(41). Thus, the results suggest that trust is not necessarily530

transient and is influenced by underlying character traits. In531

the context of autonomous driving these were identified to 532

be openness, conscientiousness, and extroversion. The study 533

results also align with previous research into AR influence on 534

trust and support the idea that utilising AR in HMI design 535

can promote trust in autonomy. 536

Implications for Design of AV Interfaces. The results from this 537

research indicate that personality might need be considered 538

when designing autonomous driving systems. Tailoring the 539

systems and in-car HMIs to the user’s personality could have 540

the potential to improve trust. The findings suggest that AV 541

systems could also be tailored to calibrate trust, in order to 542

prevent misuse or disuse. The findings suggest that providing 543

the driver with information about how the autonomous system 544

functions and why it performs actions is important to reas- 545

sure them of the system’s competence and to promote trust. 546

This should be considered when designing driver interfaces for 547

autonomous systems. 548

Limitations. There were some limitations related to the design 549

of the experiment. Firstly, inter-correlations between the Big 550

Five Personality traits were identified that were not consistent 551

with prior research. This might have been because of a lan- 552

guage barrier due to the fact that the majority of participants 553

were not native English speakers. Although all participants 554

were proficient in English, some misinterpretations of the scale 555

items could have occurred due to the language nuances. These 556

errors could than been amplified by the Ten Item Personality 557

Scale that was used. 558

Previous research states that that personality does not 559

correlate with behaviour in a risky decision but does correlate 560

with behaviour in ambiguous decisions (31), The findings of 561

this study contradict this, as autonomous driving is inherently 562

a high-stake context. It is possible that participants did not 563

fully appreciate the possible negative implications of trusting 564

an autonomous system. Openness to new experiences was 565

identified as a predictor of trust behaviour. High value of 566

the openness trait is in line with the open-mindedness of 567

their personality. An alternative explanation could be that 568

the action of engaging the autonomous features quicker is 569

consequence of them wanting to experience the autonomous 570

system, rather than it being a sign of trust. 571

In addition, it cannot be certain that the behavioural trust 572

variables that were chosen accurately represent trusting be- 573

haviour. The survey was unsupervised in a non-controlled 574

environment so all the trust variables - time to engage the 575

autonomous system, AV ratio and engagement rate could - 576

could have been affected by unforeseen technical difficulties 577

on the participant’s mobile device. 578

Furthermore, the relationship between independent and 579

dependent variables was concluded after plotting the variables 580

onto scatter plots. Forty-seven participants took part in the 581

study, to be able to confidently assert a linear trend in the 582

collected data, more participants would be required. 583

Lastly, the trust propensity of the participant sample was 584

fairly high (mean = 5.16, SD = 1.00). This could have been 585

due to selection effect. The high trust propensity could result 586

in skewed trust ratings. 587

Strengths. Despite the limitations, the study has several 588

strengths. The unique design using an online distributed 589
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OpenVR simulation integrated together with in-app ques-590

tionnaires resulted in a high participation rate within this591

specific area of research that involves virtual environments592

and autonomous driving. In addition, the simulation allowed593

to examine multiple measures of trust behaviour separately.594

The independent sample design involving both a control and595

a custom-built interface allowed to directly compare the re-596

spective trust measures. As such,the findings provide novel597

information about implications of AR in the crucial transition598

of control stage and also on the influence of personality traits599

on trust.600

Future Research. To mitigate one of the limitations of the601

study, future research could study the influence of personality602

on trust behaviour in a controlled environment in a real-life603

autonomous vehicle to highlight the high-stake context and604

validate the findings from this study.605

This study focused on influence of personality on trust606

behaviour during the initial experience with the autonomous607

driving system and found that personality can influence trust608

behaviour in this initial stage of use. Further research could be609

carried out into whether personality is still an influencing factor610

after the driver gets familiar with the autonomous system.611

As mentioned earlier, the mean propensity to trust automa-612

tion for the sample of participants in this study was fairly613

high. Future research could tackle the challenge of mitigating614

selection effect to attract participants with lower trust propen-615

sity or even trust issues to provide a more nuanced view of616

the examined topic.617

Conclusion618

The aim of this study was to investigate the influence of per-619

sonality on trust behaviour within the context of autonomous620

vehicles. The results suggest that trust behaviour can indeed621

be influenced by personality traits. Conscientiousness and622

openness were found to predict trust behaviour towards an623

automated system. Therefore, it is suggested that trust is not624

necessarily transient and is influenced by underlying character625

traits.626

As opposed to trust behaviour, trust propensity and extro-627

version were found to influence explicit trust. Interestingly,628

extroversion was not a predictor of trust behaviour. Conclu-629

sively, it can be speculated that individuals with high extro-630

version perceived their trust to be high, however this was not631

manifested in their behaviour.632

The potential of AR for building trust during the trans-633

fer of control stage was also investigated. The results show634

utilising AR in HMI design to provide the driver with infor-635

mation about how the autonomous system functions and why636

it performs actions can promote trust in autonomous vehicles.637

Trust in autonomous vehicles is pivotal in transitioning to-638

wards a fully autonomous future. It is therefore important to639

understand what influences trust in this context and how it640

can be promoted.641
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Appendix A779

Table 4. Taxonomy and Definitions of AV Driving Systems (57)

Level 0 The vehicle has no automation, hence
the driver has all control over functions

such as steering and braking.
Level 1 The vehicle has assisting function, e.g.

automatically assists with braking.
Level 2 The vehicle uses at least two automated

functions i.e. adaptive cruise control together
with lane centring. The driver must still always

be ready to talk control of the vehicle.
Level 3 The vehicle drives on its own within a certain

context e.g. motorways. However the driver
needs to respond appropriately to a request to

intervene.
Level 4 The vehicle drives on its own within a certain

context e.g. motorways. The driver does not
need to respond to requests to intervene.

Level 5 The vehicle can take the driver from point A to
point B solely on its own without driver

participation, except for providing a destination.
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